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About this talk
This talk is:
§A moderately technical discussion of abusing an inexpensive 

commodity access control device

This talk is not:
§An introduction
§Approved by Marketing



Hi! I’m Bobby.
I show people how to use things. Like Pentesting Software.

I get to pentest things. 

I break stuff and call it research.

And I love my job. 



A couple of things to start with
A word on Disclosure
§Core Labs operates under a Coordinated Disclosure Policy
§ The Vendor has been notified of the vulnerabilities we’ll be 

talking about
§We will NOT be naming the Vendor publicly until they release 

fixes. If you suspect that you have these in your environment, 
contact me after the talk. 



The Target

Commonly	sold	on	Amazon,	eBay,	Alibaba,	etc



The Target

Available	in	1,	2,	or	4	door	flavors



The Target



First Things First



The flip side



Chip of Interest
§Macronix International 25L6406E
§NOR Flash
§ 64 Megabit capacity
§Verdict: Interesting



The flip side



Chip of Interest
§ Texas Instruments ULN2003A
§Acts as a relay driver
§BORING



The flip side



Chip of Interest
§Micrel 8041NL1
§Physical Ethernet Transceiver
§BORING



The flip side



Chip of Interest
§NXP LPC1766FBD100
§ARM based microcontroller
§ 256KB onboard flash
§Verdict: Interesting



About those through-holes



JTAGULATOR: Activate



JTAGULATOR: Fail
§ The JTAGULATOR found a UART, but no JTAG
§Continuity checks on the board showed that JTAG pins were 

routed to TDI, TMS, TCK, and TDO on the processor.



Frack



Scoreboard

Bobby: 0

Engineers: 1



Let’s try the UART
§No bootup scroll
§ Logic analyzer showed random characters
§Meh.



Scoreboard

Bobby: 0

Engineers: 2



How about that Flash chip
§Probed with Logic Analyzer during startup
§No activity at ALL
§ Theory: Flash chip is used for storing activity logs



Scoreboard

Bobby: 0

Engineers: 3



Management software 
§ Installed into a Windows 7 VM
§Communications observed
§ .NET Application
§Access Database backend



Communications
§Port UDP/60000
§No cleartext
§Dig deeper



Let’s dig into the Management 
Software



Login Functionality



Login Functionality
Oopsie…



Scoreboard

Bobby: 1

Engineers: 3



Password Hashing… not



Oh where, oh where can key be?



A novel key generation strategy



Except…



Static Keys
§ The same values are always passed into the getKDB, so we 

always get the same key

0000000000000000



Scoreboard

Bobby: 2

Engineers: 3



Communications Packet



Implications
§No crypto on communications, despite there being functions 

exported in the unmanaged assembly
§Serial Number used for ID only
§Serial Number is discoverable by a broadcast UDP



Scoreboard

Bobby: 3

Engineers: 3



So what can we do?

Replay attacks if we have pcaps

Changing default lock/unlock on 
doors

Adding a new prox card



Postmortem
§Hardware implementation reasonably secure
§Software… not so much
§Don’t hardcode backdoors
§Actually Hash your passwords
§Use strong authentication
§Check your crypto



And now…

Continue the discussion
bkuzma@coresecurity.com
@BobbyAtCore
http://www.coresecurity.com


